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“Traian Vuia” High school was founded in 1968 as an industrial high school, named Industrial High School
Nr. 1, specialised in machine building. It conCnued its development unCl the RevoluCon of December 1989
brought novelty and also changed the course of events in our school. Since 1990 our industrial high school
turned into a theoreCcal high school, named TheoreCcal High School Nr. 2. In 1991 the Physical EducaCon
and Sports High School was founded in Resita, as part of the TheoreCcal High School Nr. 2. In 2001 the
Physical EducaCon and Sports High school from Resita changes its name into Sports Programme VocaConal
High School, Resita. Considering the fact that over the years, it has given “wings” to its former students and
graduates to follow their dreams it was assigned a name in accordance. As a result, in 2002, it was named
the TheoreCcal High School “Traian Vuia” Resita, aNer the name of one of the greatest promotors of
Romanian aviaCon, as a symbol of upliNing, of success, and development of every student, to raise
awareness of the future being built through and for educaCon. In 2004 TheoreCcal High School “Traian
Vuia” merged with the VocaConal Sports Programme High School, Resita. The school's vision: TheoreCcal
High School “Traian Vuia" oﬀers educaConal services at European standards, in a decentralized system
which creates the premises of educaConal programmes and projects development, as well as viable
cooperaCon, towards the desided accomplishment of PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT IN A COMMUNITARIAN
SCHOOL.
The school's mission: „Traian Vuia” TheoreCcal High school is the environment where care and trust are
above restricCons and threats and where every person is asked, helped and inspired to live with ideals and
values, such as rightness, intelligence and responsibility.
Our school has classes structured on 2 pathways: theoreCcal and vocaConal, with math and sciences track
(such as MathemaCcs-InformaCcs/intensive InformaCcs and Natural Science/intensive English), HumaniCes
(such as Social Sciences and Philology), vocaConal-sports (handball and athleCcs).
Human Resources: Our school has now 824 students, grouped in 1 to 12 grades taught by 82 teachers.
FaciliCes:
Our school has a wide range of faciliCes:
- Classrooms with modern ﬁbed furniture and computerised equipment
- teaching devices, equipment and materials for diﬀerent subjects

- 2 gyms, an old one, for Physical EducaCon and a new one, naConally approved for handball compeCCons,
for the vocaConal school students.
- 2 laboratories with internet connected computers
Over Cme“Traian Vuia” TheoreCcal High school from Resita has gained a well-deserved repute for the
results obtained by the teachers and especially by the students who represent an elite of values inResita.

